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Introduction

The development of hearing occurs gradually, beginning in intrauterine life. It is essential in child development of language and includes the ability to detect, find, discriminate, memorize, recognize, and comprehend sounds. All the developmental steps of hearing are important and connected; therefore, the interruption of one or more of the steps induces important damage in the child.1

More than 800,000 children around the world have bilateral permanent loss hearing, either congenital or acquired.2 The newborn hearing screening (NHS) is essential to early
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detection of hearing loss, a condition with serious vocational, educational, and social consequences. The earlier the hearing loss is diagnosed, the sooner treatment can be started, reducing the damage on speaking and language development of the child and contributing to better social interaction.

Psychoactive drugs are prejudicial to the organism of users, and use of these drugs during pregnancy can harm the fetus. Drug use can cause a global impact in the neonate’s development, damaging growth of the central nervous system, and may bring on an alcoholic fetal syndrome, in addition to craniofacial malformations, hearing deficits, and prolonged interpeak on evoked hearing potentials.

However, the use of psychoactive drugs during pregnancy is not a risk factor for hearing loss, according to the Joint Committee of Infant Hearing (JCIH), 2007. This committee suggested the following risk factors for hearing loss: caregiver concern regarding delays on hearing, speaking, language, or development; familial history of permanent loss in childhood; intensive care of the neonate for more than 5 days; or any of the following occurrences, regardless of the permanence: extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, mechanic ventilation, exposure to ototoxic drugs or loop diuretics, and hyperbilirubinemia that requires exchange transfusion; in utero infections; craniofacial malformations, physical aspects such as white forelock that are associated with syndromes that include sensorineural hearing loss or permanent conductive hearing loss; syndromes associated with hearing loss, progressive or late hearing loss manifestation; neurodegenerative disorders or sensorimotor neuropathies; postnatal infections with positive culture associated with sensorineural hearing loss; head trauma; and chemotherapy.

The fact that psychoactive drugs use is not considered a risk factor for hearing loss by the JCIH, 2007 probably justifies the lack of studies about hearing in children exposed to drugs during pregnancy. However, there is evidence of probable hearing alterations in exposed babies, such as a predisposition to secretory otitis media, with progressive loss of hearing; abnormalities of the hearing process; changes in the formation of outer hair cells; absolute latencies and prolonged interpeak; less blood flow at the cochlea, which can cause a lower amplitude in the evoked potentials of hearing nerves; and delay of hearing system maturation.

In view of important sequelae of hearing deficits in infants and the possible relation between the use of psychoactive drugs during the gestational period and hearing loss occurrence, this study aims to analyze NHS results, the occurrence of associated risk factors, and the likely incidence of hearing deficit in neonates exposed to psychoactive drugs during pregnancy.

Methods

This observational retrospective study was done from a database analysis. The researched sample comes from the Hospital Materno Infantil Presidente Vargas (HMIPV), a public hospital from the south of Brazil, Porto Alegre’s hospital reference to risk gestation. The study was approved by the Ethics and Research Committee from HMIPV, no. 14/11 on July 13, 2011, and from Universidade Federal de Ciências da Saúde de Porto Alegre, no. 1658/12 on May 17, 2012. The Term Commitment to the Use and Disclosure of Data (suited for projects that use clinical data) was utilized; the study was ethically and methodologically appropriate according to the Guidelines and Standards of Research Involving Human (196/96 Resolution) from National Health Board.

The database is found in the HMIPV Internet portal. All NHS results, performed in outpatient, inpatient, or newborn intensive therapy unit (ITU) subjects, are registered in the database. The same is stored in Microsoft Excel file and updated by local audiologists, according to the actions taken for each baby.

This database was created from worksheets that had these items: date that the NHS was performed, mother’s name, birth weight, gestational age, 1- and 5-minute Apgar scores, sex, medical observations, mother’s registered use of drugs, place where NHS was performed, responsible audiologist, newborn situation in NHS protocol, test results and/or retest results, and/or NHS hearing results of each baby. The worksheets were filled out during each screening. If data were missing, they were added from physical records if possible.

For this database, the presence of a medical register about the use of psychoactive drugs by mothers between December 9, 2008, and December 29, 2011, was considered an inclusion factor; a total of 146 exposed babies were found (study group). Psychoactive drugs cited on the records were marijuana, crack, alcohol, tobacco, and cocaine, and at least one use was enough to consider a present exposition. Then 500 unexposed babies were selected (control group), randomly selected from an initial group of 2,578 unexposed babies. Sample size (study group and control group) was statistically calculated to support a 90% power, 5% significance level, and 0.5% effect size of standard deviation between groups or a 20% difference. No NHS was considered an exclusion factor.

MADSEN AccuScreen was used during this study. It analyzes the answers by an algorithmic statistical technique, allied to an artifact rejection system. The latter screens by transient otoacoustic emissions, by dispersion product, and also by automated auditory brainstem response (ABR) testing, which is the screening method chosen for each baby according to the suggested JCIH (2007) protocol, considering the risk factors for hearing loss.

The database was analyzed and organized based on the following variables: sex, presence or absence of risk factors for hearing loss, observations (when present, documented use of psychoactive drugs), first referral after NHS (retest, monitoring, or discharged), monitoring results (when realized), retest results (when realized), high complexity results (when realized), and final results with audiological diagnosis (when completed). Otoacoustic emissions test (OAE) and/or automated ABR test was used in the NHS. In both tests the possible results are pass (no alteration) and fail (with alteration). Discharge occurs when the baby passes through screening in both ears without risk factors for hearing loss. The retest is a new exam, done 15 days after NHS or according
to the schedule availability of the service, after the baby has failed in at least one ear. Hearing monitoring is a new test that is done on newborns with risk factors for hearing loss 6 months after the original screening had been done and after the baby passed with both ears. Babies who failed the NHS retest are sent to high complexity services in the city, where audiological diagnosis can be performed through a complementary audiological evaluation. Sometimes it is not possible to perform the exam (any step: screening, retest, hearing monitoring, or diagnosis process) for specific reasons, such as baby agitation. In these cases, the procedure was documented as “impossible to test.” When the baby did not show for the evaluation, the result was documented as “did not attend.”

Absolute frequency analysis was done, and the prevalence of variables was studied (failure rate on newborn hearing screening process in children of mothers who were psychoactive drug users, risk factors present for hearing loss by JCIH, 2007, and necessary referrals for the conclusion of audiological diagnosis) and compared with the same variables as control babies during pregnancy. The tests used were chi-square, Pearson, or Fisher exact test, with the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) program, 17.0 version.

**Results**

From the initial sample of 146 babies from the study group and 500 babies from the control group, 72 babies were sent for retest, 20 (13.7%) from the study group and 52 (10.4%) from the control group; 130 for monitoring, 45 (30.8%) from the study group and 85 (17%) from the control group; and 444 were discharged, 81 (55.5%) from the study group and 363 (72.6%) from the control group.

**Fig. 1** presents the sample distribution relative to sex, showing a homogeneous sample in the study group and the control group ($p = 0.621$).

**Fig. 2** shows the study group and the control group comparison relative to the presence of at least one risk factor for hearing loss (JCIH, 2007). Occurrence of hearing loss risk factors was significantly larger in the study group ($p < 0.0001$).

The NHS failure rate comparison between groups is shown in **Fig. 3**; both groups were similar, although failure in the study group is slightly greater. Exposure to psychoactive drugs during pregnancy was not a statistically significant factor to increased failure rate in the study group ($p = 0.267$).

**Fig. 4** shows the actions taken in the study group and the control group after the initial NHS. A greater prevalence of discharge in the control group and hearing monitoring in the study group can be seen; these tendencies reached statistical significance ($p < 0.001$). The retest rate was similar between groups ($p > 0.05$).

**Fig. 5** presents the actions taken because of hearing monitoring, 6 months after the initial NHS; the group comparison showed no statistically significant difference ($p = 0.157$).

The results obtained from retests after a failed NHS in the study and the control groups can be seen in **Table 1** and are similar between the groups ($p = 0.917$).

**Fig. 6** illustrates the comparison between the final results of NHS process and audiological diagnoses in the
control group and the study group, showing again the similarity between the groups \( p = 0.168 \).

Two babies in the study group were sent to high complexity services; one of them died and the other one obtained normal results on both ears. In the control group, there were four cases; two did not attend for diagnosis and two obtained unclear results, one compatible with otitis media. This comparison between the study and control groups was not statistically significant \( p = 0.667 \).

**Discussion**

The present study compared NHS results, the occurrence of risk factors for hearing loss in babies exposed to psychoactive drugs during pregnancy, and the hearing loss case incidence, if present. The results showed that exposure to psychoactive drugs during the gestational period was not a differential factor to failing the NHS; there was no statistically significant difference between groups in this aspect \( p = 0.267 \). However, the study group showed a higher tendency to fail the NHS (13%) relative to the control group (9%).

No specific studies were found in the literature that associated NHS failure rates and exposure to drugs during the gestational period. However, research demonstrated neurosensory hearing loss in 18 to 20% of rodents exposed to ethanol since day 7 of pregnancy, through ABR.\(^{10}\) In another study, absolute latencies and prolonged interpeaks on ABR were evidenced in children exposed to cocaine during the prenatal period.\(^7\) The literature also described alterations during auditory system formation, such as changed outer hair cells formation\(^9\) and decreased bloody flow on cochlea.\(^7\)

In relation to the present study, it is believed that the absence of significant NHS failure in newborns exposed to psychoactive drugs during the gestational period can suggest three hypotheses. The first is an association with type, quantity, and frequency of drug use by the pregnant woman; this information could not be investigated in this sample. Beyond that, it was also considered that some newborns in the study group had mothers who reported only one episode of drug use, which might explain the absence of alterations on NHS, considering that the quantity of use may have been insufficient to damage the newborns’ hearing system.

Another hypothesis is related to the possibility that psychoactive drugs are not directly involved in alterations on hearing structure, and that hearing alterations can occur in this population due to pre- or perinatal risk factors for infant hearing deficit, such as time in ITU of more than 5 days. It is known that these newborns can present prematurity, underweight, low Apgar scores, and other complications that require more time in the ITU, which could be the real cause of hearing deficits in this babies.

In this study, it was not possible in the database to discriminate babies who had different tests on NHS. The OAE points to answers on specific frequencies, generated on frequency bands where outer hair cells are normal or next to normal,\(^11\) and detects alterations from the cochlea.\(^12\) The ABR evaluates the auditory pathway integrity and auditory nerves to the brainstem.\(^13,14\) Not all babies had automatic ABR testing because the protocol at the collection place was followed, and this could be another reason for the nonoccurrence of significant difference on NHS failure rate between groups, as the literature reports neural alteration occurrence\(^7,10\). It is suggested that future studies search NHS results on babies exposed to drugs and standardize the type of test.

**Table 1** Retest results performed after failure in the initial newborn hearing screening in study and control groups \( p = 0.917 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Discharge</th>
<th>Hearing monitoring</th>
<th>New retest</th>
<th>High complexity</th>
<th>Did not attend</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study group</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It was not viable to identify which psychoactive drugs each pregnant mother used in the present research, as well as the exposure time of each baby and the gestational period of drug abuse, because of the absence of this information in a database (previously structured). Studies describe the difficulty of quantifying the doses of respective psychoactive drug that are considered prejudicial and potential causes of fetal damage. \(^5,6,9,15\) This way, as the database used in this study had a great variety of drugs, without separation of consumed substance, such analysis and interpretation was not possible in this study.

The JCIH on Infant Hearing, 2007 \(^8\) does not include psychoactive drug exposure during pregnancy as a risk for hearing loss. However, it was confirmed from this study that exposed babies had greater occurrence (39.7%) of associated risk factors compared with unexposed babies (22.2%), and this difference was statistically significant \((p < 0.0001)\). This is an extremely relevant fact due to the evidence about drug exposition sensitizing the population to risk factor onset, as previously described. This aspect highlights the importance of hearing monitoring in this population; the incidence of hearing alterations on babies with risk factors can vary from 0.3 to 14.1%, \(^16\) which is significantly greater than the hearing loss in eutrophic newborns.

It was not possible to list which risk factors were most prevalent in the study groups due to the sample size. So we decided to analyze this association in a future study.

Regarding the statistical difference observed in procedures after NHS, the control group had the greater discharge rate \((72.60\%, \ p < 0.001)\) and the study group had a large rate of referrals to hearing monitoring \((31\%, \ p < 0.001)\). It should be noted that discharge occurs when a baby goes through NHS and has no associated risk factors for hearing loss, and hearing monitoring occurs when a baby goes through NHS and has associated risk factors. This information reaffirms the previous premise about the need of continuous monitoring of these babies, emphasizing the importance of hearing monitoring.

Concerning hearing monitoring, a high nonattendance rate was found \((82.2\% \text{ in the study group and } 77.9\% \text{ in the control group})\). Another study demonstrated a “great escape” commonly occurs when the individuals are sent for hearing monitoring. \(^17\) This evasion compromises the completion of the evaluation and its respective results. \(^18,19\) The disinterest and the difficulty of accessing the place where exams are performed is common, \(^19\) and mothers who use drugs tend to be of low socioeconomic status, use multiple drugs, have a family history of drug abuse, have a high occurrence of sexually transmitted diseases, not have prenatal exams, and also have depressive and paranoid characteristics. \(^20\) It is believed that the evasion to hearing monitoring in this study can be assigned to multiple factors, such as disinterest and the difficulty in local access where the exams are done, the mothers’ drug use profiles, and association of both.

The high nonattendance rate observed also affects the study, because through hearing monitoring, complementary evaluations would be possible, for example, of hearing function development. Further studies should determine the incidence of hearing alterations on babies exposed to psychoactive drugs, as well as analyze the development of hearing maturation on this population.

Authors agree that it is an understudied topic \(^5,6,9\) and that there are still a lot of questions to be answered, like the safe dose of fetus exposure; hearing alteration pattern, when present; and which exams are more appropriate for hearing evaluation of newborns exposed to drugs during pregnancy.

Despite the small amount of referrals to the high complexity services, the difficulty to conclude the process was also evident, because even at the final stage of diagnosis patient abstention was considerable \((\text{in the two occurrences in the study group, one died and the other had normal results; in the four referrals in the control group, two did not show up and two had altered results})\). The high evasion rate was also confirmed at this stage of the process.

The results obtained in this study demonstrate the need for complementary investigation in babies exposed to psychoactive drugs during gestation, because the literature describes evidence about hearing alterations in these individuals. \(^7,9,10\) This study contributed with its findings mainly related to the higher occurrence of risk factors for hearing loss in the study group \((p < 0.0001)\), the prevalence of hearing monitor referrals in the study group \((p < 0.001)\), and the high prevalence of discharges in the control group \((p < 0.001)\).

Evidently, social work is needed for the effective accompaniment of these individuals, to decrease evasion rate and provide more answers and more concrete associations about child development. It is also important to highlight a suggestion for future studies investigating psychoactive drug exposition during pregnancy and the association with risk factors for hearing loss, in addition to the effects of each specific drug related to hearing.

**Conclusion**

In this study, newborns exposed to psychoactive drugs during the gestational period had a similar NHS failure rate as the control group. Concerning risk factors, it was shown that drug exposure provided a higher occurrence of risk factors for hearing loss. None of the babies exposed to drugs had hearing loss diagnosis, and in the control group, there was one diagnosed occurrence.
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